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INTRODUCTION
This is the second of a series of articles intended to be a reference guide to
sporting gliders built by British manufacturers. I decided to “bite the bullet” by
starting with far and away the most demanding, namely the gliders built by
Slingsbys. However, after Slingsbys there’s no question the next most demanding
by a country mile is that of Elliotts of Newbury!
This has essentially been a compilation effort pulling together information from a
number of sources. However, I’ve also done a great deal of cross checking.
Sources of course can be wrong, so if you spot information you believe to be
incorrect please contact the author at FGBradney@outlook.com . Please also
contact me if you have interesting new information as it’s likely I’ll be updating the
document from time to time.
The main sources are:


Norman Ellison’s “British Gliders and Sailplanes 1922 – 1970” ISBN 0 7136
1189 8



The “Merseyside 1970” publication



Richard Cawsey http://www.rcawsey.co.uk



Scale Soaring http://www.scalesoaring.co.uk/



The amazing archive of gliding magazines hosted on the Lakes Gliding
Club’s website http://www,lakesgc.co.uk



Much appreciated advice from a number of VGC members: Dave
Goldsmith, Geoff Moore, Peter Purdie, Al Stacey, Bruce Stephenson,
Howard Torode + Wally Kahn



David Ince, the Elliotts test pilot. I’m hugely indebted to David for a mass of
new information on the history of the Olympia 4 series of gliders. This very
much “inside story” makes fascinating reading. Virtually all of the changes
I’ve made in version 3 of this document are new material on the evolution of
the Olympia 4’s all the way up to the Olympia 465, plus new pictures.

Glyn Bradney, 14th August 2014
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HISTORY OF THE COMPANY
Elliotts came into existence in 1870 as “Elliotts Moulding and Joinery Company
Ltd”, founded by Samuel Elliott. They were renamed “Elliotts of Newbury Ltd” in
1895. During the First World War they were responsible for a significant proportion
of the wooden ammunition boxes produced, this from a workforce comprised 90%
by women.
Between the wars they specialised in making furniture being well known for making
pews for churches. Even today you will find many references to Elliotts made
furniture on the internet, “Elliotts” is seen as a great British furniture design.
During the Second World War again a largely female workforce built components
for many military aircraft, Spitfires, Mosquitos, and the Airspeed Oxford to name
three. This is where the association of Elliotts with gliding began as they also made
components for the Horsa glider. Wikipedia states they built about a third of the
approximate 5000 Horsas constructed, but I think it’s more accurate to say they
produced Horsa components rather than complete aircraft. Wikipedia also says
they were responsible for the powered Hamilcar X which was intended for use in
the Pacific war. However, the prototype was converted from a Hamilcar 1 so
“involved” is likely more accurate than saying they actually built it.
With the Second World War ended it was only natural that Elliotts would want to
resume furniture manufacturing. However, for reasons unknown the Board of Trade
would not agree to this until 1948. This is where making gliders maintained
employment for their work force, see below how this started with the Chilton
Olympia.
The managing director at the time was Horace Buckingham who was a very keen
supporter of the UK gliding movement. He died in the summer of 1965 and this
caused a review of the Elliotts business. It was deemed to be unprofitable and so
glider production ended. In April of 1966 Slingsbys advertised they were taking
over production of EoN sailplanes. However, none were ever built at
Kirbymoorside, though they did repairs and supplied spares.
Elliotts closed in 1974. Their factory known as Albert Works was situated at
Strawberry Hill, Newbury. This was demolished in the late 1970s and replaced with
the UK headquarters of the German company Bayer.

THE CHILTON AIRCRAFT COMPANY
This company was formed in 1937 by Andrew Dalrymple and Alexander Ward.
Post the Second World War they became interested in making gliders and Dudley
Hiscox of the London Gliding Club persuaded them they should produce their own
version of the pre war DFS Meise designed for the 1940 Olympic Games in
Helsinki, which never happened due to the outbreak of the Second World War. The
drawings they had were inadequate so they produced their own, and whilst
maintaining the shape of the Meise it was effectively a new glider. Note that the
wings were built by Elliotts of Newbury.
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The prototype first flew on the 11th August 1946 and Chiltons received a good
number of orders. However, Andrew Dalyrymple was killed flying a Fiesler Storch
near Hungerford on Xmas day 1945 and this resulted in Chiltons losing interest in
glider production. Post Dalrymple’s death the production rights were sold to Elliotts.
The one and only Chilton built Olympia flew for a number of years including its last
spell as the Irish registered IGA 103. It then became neglected and as so many
vintage gliders suffered from being kept in a trailer that was not weather tight. It
was finally sadly burnt at the end of January 1970 after being stored in the open
behind a hangar and completely covered in snow!
The plans for 3 Chilton Olympias were sold to Australia and Dave Goldsmith
advises me at least two of them were completed and remarkably are still flying in
Australia.

(The famous Chilton Olympia “Yellow Witch” in Australia, courtesy of Marijke
Waalkens)
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(The second Australian Chilton Olympia, VH-GLY, courtesy of Dave Goldsmith)
ELLIOTT TYPE 5 OLYMPIA 1/2/3
The first fully Elliotts built Olympia was BGA 501 which first flew at White Waltham
on the 17th Jan 1947 – this was written off in April 1955. There were 3 varieties
produced:


Olympia 1. This had a skid and no fixed wheel. I don’t believe there are any
of the original Olympia 1s left that haven’t been modified with a fixed wheel.



Olympia 2. This had a fixed wheel. There was a weakness in the tail
construction which could and did result in failure during aerobatics/heavy
landings. This resulted in the Olympia 2b and I believe all original Oly 2s
have been modified to this standard.



Olympia 3. A detachable dolly wheel that could be jettisoned shortly after
take-off. Very few of these were made or sold, Richard Cawsey’s records of
Olympia production doesn’t list any Oly 3s. I think we can be sure that they
were all subsequently converted to 2b’s.
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(Olympia 2, BBH, courtesy of the Kent GC, Challock (www.kent-gliding-club.co.uk))
Being refused permission to manufacture furniture Elliotts put all their effort into
building Olympias. By the end of 1947 they had produced 100 which were retailed
at a price of £495. This was an astonishing number given the hesitant recovery of
the British gliding movement in post war austerity hit Great Britain. Not surprisingly
despite the OIympia being a truly excellent glider for its time, selling that number
took a very long time. What’s even more surprising is that they embarked on
another production run of 50 despite in 1953 their still having 40 of the original 100
unsold. The total built by Elliotts is recorded as 150 though some were sold as kits
and it’s uncertain whether these are part of the 150. Also some of the components
held in stock, eg wings, fuselages, were used with crashed Olympias rather than
repairing the damage.
Given that the Olympia is a viceless glider with really excellent handling it’s not too
surprising that a good number survive to this day. We had 7 at the 41st International
VGC rally held at Lasham in August 2013 including the two used by the Empire
Test Pilots School beautifully restored to their blue RAF livery.

(Former Empire Test Pilots School Olympia 2 landing at Rivar Hill. Courtesy of
Richard Cawsey)
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(Olympia 2b “BKS”, BGA 1035, EoN/O/144, courtesy of ScaleSoaringUK (Note the
tail of Geoff Moore’s Mu13-D3 just beyond the Olympia nose – the Mu13 is now
part of the GHC collection))
See Richard Cawsey’s Olympia production list:
http://www.rcawsey.co.uk/Olympia.htm
Also see the wonderful UK Scale Soaring article:
http://www.scalesoaring.co.uk/VINTAGE/Documentation/Olympia/Olympia.ht
ml
THE TYPE 5 OLYMPIA 4
In the early 1950s the very significant gain in performance from using laminar flow
wings became very clear through the American built RJ5 sailplane breaking many
records in the US. With the advice of two RAE Farnborough engineers, Roger
Austin and Harry Midwood, both glider pilots, Elliotts built a single set of 15m
laminar flow wings. The laminar surface was achieved by having ribs spaced at
much closer intervals than was the norm – the wings had about 3 times as many
ribs as the normal Olympia. Additionally the wings featured a deeper aerofoil
section with the max thickness further aft + the wooden surface skinning similarly
extended.These wings were mated with an Olympia 1 tail and fuselage, the aircraft
(G-ALNF) first flying in 1954.
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Geoffrey Stephenson flew it to 14th place (out of 33) in the 1954 World
Championships held at Camphill, the weather in the contest was absolutely awful.

(The famous picture of David Ince with the Olympia 4 taken at the 1955 Lasham
Nationals where he flew it to 4th place – would have been 2nd but for the strange
rule of dropping a pilot’s lowest daily score. Courtesy of David Ince)
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(Also taken at the 1955 Lasham Nationals. Courtesy of David Ince)
THE TYPE 5 OLYMPIA 402
Elliotts extended the Olympia 4’s 15m wings to 17m and the US pilot, Bill Ivans,
flew this very successfully to 5th place (out of 45) in the 1956 World Championships
held at St Yan, France. Earlier David Ince had won the Lasham Whitsun rally
beating all of Philip Wills, Nick Goodhart, and Tony Deane Drummond in their
Skylark 3s. Unfortunately on the final contest day of the St Yan Worlds Bill Ivans
crashed whilst field landing in very turbulent conditions. The glider was written off
and Bill Ivans quite badly injured though he subsequently made a full recovery.

(Olympia 402 taken at Twinwood Farm on the 17th March 1956. Note the reverse
taper ailerons widening towards the tip. Courtesy of David Ince)
THE TYPE 6 OLYMPIA 403
Finished by Elliotts just in time for the 1957 UK National Championships held at
Lasham. This used a new set of 17m wings, the same as the 402 apart from some
changes to the ailerons, with a completely redesigned fuselage. Tony Goodhart
flew it to 3rd place (out of 26) and would have been 2nd but for the quirky rule
whereby a pilot’s worst day’s results were discarded. David Ince suffered a similar
fate in the 1955 Nationals flying the original Olympia 4 to 4th place. David also flew
the aircraft to 2nd place in the very first aerobatic sailplane competition held in the
UK, this at Dunstable in Sept 1957. Derek Piggott won the 1961 aerobatic
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championships, again at Dunstable, flying the 403.

(Olympia 403 at Lasham, courtesy of Paul Haliday)
David Ince comments on the 403:
The 403 was a decent performance glider. Yet, under the then existing
Worlds contest structure, it could only qualify for the Open Class, where it
would be inferior to the superb 419. The latter having already been measured
on a series of partial glides, flown from Twinwood Farm on 7th April 1958, as
some 5% better than the Skylark III at all speeds.
Also:
In handling qualities the three EoN gliders (403, 415, 419) all had the benefit
of the powerful all moving tail and Frise ailerons. All had the benefit of good
pitch control in inverted flight and a high roll rate. All were excellent
aerobatic machines. But the 403, with the most balanced handling, was
judged to be the best.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Originally the 403, c/n EON/4/001, was G-APEW, comp no “73” though it was later
comp no “90”. It was owned by Elliotts until 1962 when it was sold to the RAFGSA
(306), initially based at the Bannerdown club, Colerne. The GSA then sold it to the
Andover Soaring Group (headed by Ralph Jones) in July 1965 where it became
BGA 1278.
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(The 403 as comp no “90” at Bannerdown, note the droppable dolly wheel)

Unfortunately the original logbook(s) has been lost, the documentation begins with
the 1965 logbook when the glider moved to the Andover SG. Originally the 403 had
a droppable dolly rather than a fixed wheel. In May 1971 it was badly damaged in a
field landing accident, effectively a write off. However, it was repaired though only
to be very badly crashed again through colliding with a telegraph pole in May 1975,
at this point a main fixed wheel was fitted.
In 1981 the glider was sold to the Dumville brothers and moved to the Long Mynd
where it last flew in 1998, then being stored in its trailer at a garden centre next to
Manchester Ringway airport. The author purchased it from the Dumville brothers in
2007 though it didn’t fly again until April 2011 due to the extensive restoration work
needed on the glider and especially the trailer. The 403 remains at Lasham and
certainly in 2014 is flying regularly.
THE TYPE 6 OLYMPIA 419
This was the version that Elliotts put into production, 7 were built. Post the success
of the 403 Horace Buckingham asked Harry Midwood, head of the design team, for
more performance and the result was the 419.The wings were based on those of
the 403 but extended to 19m and whilst the fuselage looked very much the same
as that of the 403 it was in fact a foot longer at 25 ½ ft. Some were built with a
droppable dolly wheel rather than a fixed main wheel, these were designated 419x.
The prototype first flew on 29th Mar 1958 and in 1959 Elliotts were advertising 419s
at £2150 without instruments. For the time this was a very expensive sailplane, at
the same time Elliotts were selling Olympia 2s for £800.
Fair I think to say that the 419 was the highest performance wooden glider ever
built in the UK, a bit better than Slingsbys Type 51 Dart 17. 419s performed
reasonably well in World Championships up until the appearance of good numbers
of “glass” sailplanes in the late 1960s.
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Thus Tony Deane Drummond flew a 419 to 7th place (out of 37) in the Open Class
World Championships held at Leszno, Poland, in 1958 (Nick Goodhart was 2nd
flying a Skylark 3). Nick Goodhart was 4th (out of 20) at Butzweiler, Germany, in
1960. No 419s at the 1963 Argentina Worlds. John Williamson was 6th (out of 41)
in the 1965 South Cerney Worlds just beating Nick Goodhart (7th) in the new Dart
17, much to the chagrin of the Slingsby factory!
At the National level 419s enjoyed a period of supremacy in the UK League 1
Nationals. David Ince was 3rd in 1959, John Williamson 1st in 1961, Nick Goodhart
1st in 1962, and Peter Scott 1st in 1963.
Worth summarising what has happened to the seven 419s:


EoN/4/002, G-APLD. Believe this was the Army Gliding Club one, comp no
72. Destroyed on the ground by a storm in South Africa, I don’t have the
date.



EoN/4/004, G-APLT. I think this is comp no 75 which Nick Goodhart won
the 1962 League 1 in. Crashed and written off at Booker 21st July 1968.



EoN/4/006, RAFGSA 249, BGA 1923, comp no 86. The 419 that John
Williamson won the 1961 League 1 in. This glider has for long disappeared
off the radar screen with the strong possibility it no longer existed. However,
it was discovered in late March 2014 residing in a trailer at Sutton Bank
where we believe it’s been for over 20 years, not flown and likely never out
of the trailer. The aircraft is dusty and dirty but the trailer appears to have
remained weather tight during its long Sutton Bank sojourn.

(The long lost 419, BGA 1923, 26th March 2014, courtesy of Colin Simpson)
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EoN/4/007, G-APSX, BGA 1052, BLK. This is the Peter Scott 419, comp no
10, in which he won the 1963 League 1 Nationals. Still flying at the
Staffordshire GC, Seighford and known as “Wild Goose”.

(“Wild Goose”, originally owned by Peter Scott, courtesy of Richard Cawsey)


EoN/4/008. I believe this 419 was sold to the USSR where it was lost in a
mid-air collision on an unknown date.



EoN/4/009, BGA 1051, BLJ. This was bought new by Alf Warminger and
flown by him for a number of years with comp no 44. Based at the Long
Mynd and believed to be flying, known as “Big Bird”.

(“Big Bird”, courtesy of Richard Cawsey)


EoN/4/010, BGA 1960, “DAL”, RAFGSA 301. This aircraft was bought by
Boris Kozuh in May 2004 from the David Judd UK syndicate and went to
Lubljana,Slovenia. At the time of writing it’s believed this glider is still flying
in Slovenia.
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(“DAL” courtesy of Richard Cawsey)
So with the very recent discovery of BGA 1923 we have 4 out of the original 7 still
in existence, 3 of them in the UK.
TYPE 6 OLYMPIA 415
EoN/4/003, G-APLS. This is where we start to get some mystery appearing. 15m
laminar flow wings with a 403 type fuselage, the aircraft first flew on 27th April 1958
and was built to compete in the Standard Class at the 1958 Leszno World
Championships.
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(Maiden flight of the Olympia 415 at Lasham, 27/4/1958, David Ince the pilot – note
the dolly wheel being dropped. Courtesy of David Ince)
Tony Goodhart flew it to a commendable 7th place (out of 24) in the Leszno Worlds
and David Ince won the UK aerobatic competition in it held at Dunstable in
September 1958. What happened to this glider subsequently? Well we know in the
autumn of 1958 it was at Andover with the Wessex GSA club and it was used for
aerobatic displays at 4 Battle of Britain airshows. There’s then a mention of it flying
at Upavon with the Moonrakers club in late December. After that absolutely
nothing! It’s as if it just simply disappeared like a butterfly at the end of summer.
We have 2 theories and hope to be able to confirm which one is the correct one.
a.) The glider was crashed writing off the fuselage. This left Elliotts with a set of
15m laminar flow wings which they fitted to a modified Oly 2 to create the
Olympia 401. However, you would think you’d get some mention of the
crash but I’ve yet to find anything.
b.) More likely though that Elliotts only made one 403 fuselage and it was used
with the 415 until the start of 1959 when it was then reunited with its 17m
wings and reverted to its original 1957 form as the Oly 403. Supporting this
is that Horace Buckingham was well known as a very frugal gentleman, if
he could use something twice rather than duplicating he would. If this is
correct, and we think it likely is, then the 415 would have just gracefully
disappeared off the gliding scene without any fuss. Note that during 1958
there is absolutely no mention to be found of the 403 ever flying, yet it was
an absolutely top class competition glider at that time. Additionally the
National Gliding Week competition held at Dunstable in 1958 had in the
preliminary entrants list “Olympia comp no 73” which was carried by the
403. However, in the comp itself it’s the 415 that actually competes though
unfortunately the source I have doesn’t mention any comp numbers –
update, August 2014, most probably competition number “55”, see
below.

(Olympia 415. Courtesy of Flight Magazine)
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I’m mindful that John Williamson may recall the fate of the 415 as he was CFI at
the Moonrakers where we get the last reference to it flying + he flew the Olympia
401 which used the 415 wings at the Long Mynd, Easter 1959. As such I’m trying
to contact John. You might think the answer would be found in the Elliotts factory
records, unfortunately these were all destroyed in a factory fire.
c.) Supporting the “Only one fuselage” option is comparative pictures of the
403 and 415 fuselages when they were both in their original clear varnish
condition. Note both fuselages had the same length of 24 feet 6 inches.

(Olympia 403. Courtesy of David Ince)

(Olympia 415. Courtesy of Peter Purdie)
The “patchwork” nature of the fuselages look to match up, especially noteworthy is
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the same discolouration beneath the starboard wing of each glider.

(415 at Dunstable where it won the 1958 Aerobatic Championships on 21st
September flown by David Ince. Courtesy of Flight Magazine)
OLYMPIA 401
The type number is confusing as the glider was first flown by John Williamson at
the 1959 Long Mynd Easter rally. Most likely Elliotts had a problem deciding on the
type number as both the 415 and 419 directly referenced the wing span in metres,
hence it’s probable that “401” was chosen as a compromise. What we are sure of
is that the wings of the 401 are those of the 415. The fuselage was that of a
cleaned up Oly 2 with improved nose rudder and elevators.
Some believe that because of the type designation the 401 must have been built
much earlier, but this is not true. It was reported as a “New Elliotts glider” in early
1959 and the original intention was for it to be flown in the Standard class by a
British pilot in the 1960 Worlds in Germany. In the previous version of this
document I wrote “Somewhat dubious about this as the 415 was clearly the better
glider, though that said by early 1959 we strongly suspect that the 415 had become
a “ghost””. David Ince has since rightly corrected me on this ill-advised comment, it
was the “401” that had the better performance! David never flew the 401 but has
commented - “……… the 401 in my opinion was a non starter. A one off,
barely different to the Eon Olympia IV in performance and decidedly inferior
to the 415 in aerobatics.” The 401 did fly in the 1960 Worlds, Standard class,
held at Butzweiler, Germany. However, not by a British pilot. It was flown by T.
Johannessen of Norway who was placed 18th out of 35.
David tells me that following the 1958 Leszno Worlds Harry Midwood and his
design team ran a series of flight evaluations on the 415. What emerged was that
the performance was not even as good as the original Olympia 4. The issue was
the wing loading, the “403” fuselage was too heavy for the 15m wings, and
consequently the 415 was not at all good in weak conditions. This therefore makes
a degree of sense as to why Elliotts chose to mate the 415 wings with a much
lighter modified Oly 2 fuselage, and hence created the 401.
John Williamson flew the 401 to 9th place in the 1959 League 1 Nationals, comp no
89. The Elliotts type number was EoN/4/005, G-APSI, and it was owned and flown
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by the RAFGSA as 252 until into the 1970s. Quite remarkable it has survived as it
spent many years flying in Aden and then Cyprus with the Crusaders club. Brought
back to the UK in 1977 and then restored by Gordon Camp in 1978/79 before
being sold to a syndicate based at Ringmer, which is where it is to this day as BGA
2372.

(The 401 at Kingsfield airstrip, Dhekelia, Cyprus, the Crusaders Gliding Club.
Thanks to Ian Webb for pointing out this photo wasn’t taken at Akrotiri as I said in
the previous version of this document).
EON TYPE 7 PRIMARY SG38
I must confess this is out of chronological order but I thought it best to deal with the
Olympia “4” series first as they are a natural continuation from the original mass
produced Olympia 1/2/3.
The EON Type 7 was Elliotts version of the German DFS designed SG38 Primary.
34 feet span and first flown in February 1948. Surprising that Elliotts should build
this but likely that it was to help keep their workforce fully employed until they were
given permission to start making furniture again later in 1948. They had good
demand from the ATC and Combined Cadet Forces where it was known as the
Eton TX Mk1. Uncertain exactly how many were built. Wikipedia states 80 whilst
Norman Ellison says “up to 90”, but with the caveat that not all were completed.
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As a Primary it’s not that surprising that few remain. There’s one “AQQ”, BGA 580,
which is maintained in flying condition in the Shuttleworth collection at Old Warden.

(Eon Eton “AQQ” flying at Old Warden October 2013. Courtesy of Nigel Ish)
There’s BGA 589, G-ALMN, which is last recorded as flying on the 7th May 1950. It
was then stored at Farnborough for many years before being donated to the
Berkshire Aviation Museum at Woodley where it can be seen today.
We also have EoN Eton BGA 3214, EoN/P/037, RAFGSA 113 (a very early
number) owned by Al Stacey since 2002 and based at Odiham.

(EoN/P/037. Courtesy of Al Stacey)
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An amusing story attached to this glider. Geoff Moore of Dunstable bought it from
the GSA in 1986 and owned it until sold to Al Stacey. For very many years there
has been a friendly ongoing competition between Lasham and Dunstable
symbolised by an engraved plate. If the plate is at Lasham (displayed in the
clubhouse bar) the next pilot who flies from Dunstable to Lasham retrieves the
plate and takes it back to Dunstable, and vice versa. These days it’s expected a
“plate” flight is made in an old glider, definitely not playing the game to do it in
glass! 16 August 1989 and Geoff Moore landed at Lasham in his Eton Primary to
the complete amazement of the Lasham members, who were initially led to believe
he’d soared it from Dunstable. However, after a bit of time for fun the truth was
finally admitted. Geoff had taken an aerotow from Dunstable and released at 5000
ft over Basingstoke about 10 kms from the airfield!

EON TYPE 8 EON BABY
This was Elliotts version of the ubiquitous Grunau Baby with 44 ½ ft wingspan, and
had an enclosed canopy. Production was started in 1948 though I haven’t found a
record when the first flight took place. 47 were built, several of which were exported
to India, Malaysia, and Pakistan. The first 5 built are supposed to have been with
curved fuselage backs, and the remainder with straight backs, as this was easier to
manufacture. However, as Bruce Stephenson points out this is not supported by
the still existing EoN Babys themselves - miraculously 4 of the 5 first built are said
to exist, only definitely two of the remaining 42. Possible of course that one or more
were crashed and/or majorly rebuilt, and the curved fuselage back was repaired as
straight at that point. Also possible that the Elliott construction numbers are being
wrongly reported in certain instances. Or maybe the conventional wisdom that the
first 5 Babys built all had curved backs is just plain wrong! As Bruce comments, a
case of “Pandora’s Box”!


Eon/B/001, BGA 608, G-ALLU, EI-118. This was bought by Damien O’Reilly
from the Dublin GC and exported to Perth, Australia (thought to be 2009)
where it is believed to be under restoration. It has a straight fuselage back.



EoN/B/002, BGA 626, G-ALRS, now in New Zealand as ZK-GAF. A straight
fuselage back so is it really “002”? Definitely the oldest glider flying in New
Zealand, based at the Rotorua GC, North Island
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(ZK-GAF at the Rotorua GC. Courtesy of “Vintage Kiwi”)


Eon/B/004, BGA 628, G-ALRU. Under long term restoration at Shoreham in
the UK, this does have a curved back.



EoN/B/005, BGA 629, G-ALRH. Under long term restoration at Buckminster
GC by Bruce Stephenson and colleagues, straight back.
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(Wings of EoN/B/005 at the Buckminster GC. courtesy of Bruce Stephenson)


EoN/B/018 (LN-GBI) at the Flyhistorisk Museum, Sola, Norway – thanks to
Richard Cawsey for this information.



EoN/B/047, BGA 1252, RAFGSA 255. Beautifully restored by Dick Short
and based at the Welland GC. The only Eon Baby currently flying in the UK.

(EoN/B/047. courtesy of Bruce Stephenson)


Bruce has commented that there just “might” be Eon Babys still existing out
in Asia. In particular in Delhi where it’s reported there are a number of old
gliders gathering dust in a hangar.

EON TYPE 10 460/463
The 460 was a new 15 Standard class design that first flew on the 26th April 1960,
David Ince was the pilot. In truth this is a somewhat sad tale as the high
expectations for the 460 at the start of the project were never met.
I can’t do any better than copy in the e-mail response I got from David re the story
of how the 460, and the 463 as the eventual production version, evolved.
As to the 460/463/465 for me, and for Harry Midwood too, It was rather a sad
story.
Dramatic weight saving, aided by a unique main spar design, would allow a
very high aspect ratio wing for maximum performance. Whilst still
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preserving an acceptable wing loading to take care of the low speed case.
The 460 seemed to be offering an outstanding Standard class potential.
Harry and his design team were on board - and one sensed that they were
out to demonstrate that they could do much better than the 415 which had
remained too much outside their control
So many positives and at this time I had decided to become a private owner.
So what better than to throw my lot in with the 460. It started with building
my own light weight wooden stressed skin trailer (to a concept recently
demonstrated by an LGC member at Dunstable) Some five winter months
later in March 1960 it emerged from a hangar at Kenley Airfield (thereby
hangs another tale) towed by a Volkswagen Beetle.
At Elliott's factory, where glider and trailer were to be mated, all was not
well. The first prototype was significantly over weight. Horace wanted to
replace its wings asap with a lower aspect ratio set. But Harry and I insisted
that we should fly the existing aircraft to learn as much about it as possible.
In our view moving in the direction of a lower aspect ratio overweight design
would be sheer folly.
On 26th April 1960 we took that first prototype 460 to Lasham Two flights - a
winch hop and one aerotow - it was pleasant enough to fly. But there was
marked low speed buffet from the wing root and fuselage area aft of the
canopy (I have a very poor picture of it tufted on the ground at
Dunstable) which generated a premature root stall - and it thermalled in
alarmingly hot ship fashion. Harry and I reported the worst to Horace. I
departed to the Worlds in Germany and returned to a summer of soaring
comfort and joy, thanks to Horace, with Elliott's 419 No 75.
There were inconclusive meetings at Newbury, where Harry and I continued
to argue about getting the weight down or abandoning the 460, and Horace
countered by saying that he would build a lower aspect ratio version
regardless.
It was late March 1961 before I could get my hands on a 460 again. By then
there seemed to be four prototypes around, all of which were alleged to be
ready for test, though why four did not become clear until later. Worst of all
Harry Midwood reckoned that he was losing design and
engineering control and might pull out.
Project EoN 460 was in some disorder to say the least! And for me, rapidly
losing my personal interest, it became increasingly difficult to remember the
detail. So I shall try to focus around my logbook entries!
On 24/3/61 I flew 460-003 at Bicester for the first time. This was followed two
days later by a comparative performance test vs an RAFGSA Skylark III
which was disappointing Moving it to Dunstable for several flights Horace
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was keen that I should invite various pundits to try it out - a bit of sales
promotion, a means of getting him some feedback on the aircraft's strengths
and weaknesses to set against the Midwood/Ince argument with which he so
disagreed - and a possible explanation for the multi prototype situation.
460-003 was Horace's first low aspect ratio version (I believe) with which we
ran into trouble because the CG was too far forward. - although the chap
flying it at the time was only medium heavy The problem was sufficiently
bad that we had to run some winch launching trials, put a forward stop on
the elevator travel and a very visible max weight warning notice in the
cockpit. Flights involved were on 15th-16th April 1961 at Dunstable
With hindsight 460-003 had a wider chord wing - and its inboard leading edge
would have been further forward at its point of contact with the cockpit wall
or canopy. So perhaps Jim Cramp slightly lengthened the nose to
compensate - and moved the CG forward as a result!
By the latter part of 1961 the wing root buffet seemed to have been cured on
003 and similar mods were in hand on the original prototype - now relabelled 004. Further comparison performance testing on 003 had also been
completed against a Skylark III (at Twinwood on18/6/61) and a K6cr at
Lasham six days later - again with disappointing results. 1961 brought some
good soaring weather and some pleasing closed circuit flights with 003 and
004.
At which point I got fed up with the endless arguments, mods
and comparative performance testing, which seemed to be getting us
nowhere, and decided to evaluate the 460 myself in real contest conditions.
Came 1962 and I decided to fly 004 in a RAFGSA rally at Bicester in April and
in the Nationals at Aston Down in June. In the latter being a very lowly placed
21st in League 1!
For me it was the end of the road for the 460. Very sad and a great
disappointment
Like the 463, which I first flew in mid '62, they were delightful little aircraft,
easy to rig and derig, excellent if bland and with vice-less handling and good
cockpit ergonomics. - if only they had performance!!
Horace remained a good friend. Every so often Jim Cramp would appear at
Lasham with a 463. There was always the same message - inviting me to
carry out the production flight test - to keep the aircraft for a few weeks
afterwards at his pleasure and enjoy flying it.
The further history of the 463 and its evolution to the 465, together with Tony
Deane-Drummond's key part in that process, is well covered in
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http://www.Scalesoaring.co.uk/VINTAGE/books/Olympia.465.pdf
Almost immediately after the 1965 World Champs there was a Furniture
exhibition in London at which Elliotts had a stand and Horace invited me to
join him there - which I duly did
He was full of enthusiasm about the 465 and Tony's placing. This he assured
me would be the next EoN Glider. Tony was too heavily committed. Would I
be prepared to help?
A few days later Horace was dead.
David
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------5 prototypes are recorded as being built of designated types A/B/C/D – 2 of the “B”
type. Problems were encountered as described by David above such that the glider
did not go into production until 1963 when it was now named the Olympia 463. The
463 was a mixture of the type B and D prototype designs. Forty eight 463s were
built (+ 5 “460” prototypes and 2 “465s”) , see Richard Cawsey’s list
http://www.rcawsey.co.uk/Eon460.htm

(The first prototype, 001, G-APWL, BGA 1172, at the Lasham Nationals 1961.
Courtesy Wally Kahn/Flight Magazine)

(The second prototype, 002, BGA 1150, at the Lasham Nationals 1961. Courtesy
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Wally Kahn/Flight Magazine)

(The third prototype, 003, G-ARFU, BGA 1177, at the Lasham Nationals 1961.
Courtesy Wally Kahn/Flight Magazine)
If you compare the wings of 001 and 002 with 003 I think it can be seen that 003 is
different, which is in line with what David says in his copied e-mail above.
The first 2 prototypes had an aspect ratio, of “20”, that of 003 and the production
463 machines “18”. The 004 prototype was G-ARTE, BGA 1178, and 005, GARUB, BGA 1154.
The first production 463 was EoN/S//006, BGA 1308, which first flew in April 1963,
the final production 463 was EoN/S/55, BGA 1420.
463s are very pleasant gliders to fly but as competition aircraft they proved rather
disappointing. R.Dunn flew one of the prototype 460s to 12th place (out of 30) at the
July 1960 RAF Inter Command Soaring Championships held at Odiham. A
Loveland flew in the League 2 Nationals at Lasham in 1961 and was 13th (out of
40). However, the bad news for Elliotts was he was beaten by 4 Olympia 2s!
Today the first prototype 001 still exists as a display item, it’s suspended from the
roof in the AFE Pilot Shop at Kidlington, near Oxford. The end for 005 resulted in
tragedy. The wing spars broke during a winch launch at Seighford on the 13th July
1996, the pilot being killed.
The wing spars of the 460/463 gliders need special mention. To save weight they
were made of a wooden core with laminates of aluminium glued onto the outside.
What wasn’t realised was that ingress of moisture could result in the glue bond
failing.
As a consequence of the Seighford accident all 460/463/465s were grounded. The
late and much missed Keith Green devised the test to see if wing spar corrosion
was present, in which case the glider could not fly again. If no corrosion was found
a special mod had to be carried out whereby bolts were inserted through the spars
near to the root end. A significant number were found to have corrosion as can be
seen from Richard Cawsey’s list.
Today in the yearly CofA the spars at the wing roots have to be very carefully
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checked and every 5 years the wings opened up at the root end to check the
internal wing condition of the spars very carefully.

(463 BGA 1286. Courtesy of the Kent GC, Challock (www.kent-gliding-club.co.uk))

(“BZV”, BGA 1373, at Lasham. Courtesy of Richard Cawsey. Note this is the first
463 to which the mandatory spar mod was applied)
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EON TYPE 10 465
Developed from the 463 for the Standard class of the 1965 World Championships
held at South Cerney, 2 were built. The fuselage height was reduced, main skid
removed, and an all moving non folding tailplane replaced the folding type of the
463 – these modifications were proposed to Elliotts by Tony Deane Drummond. At
South Cerney Deane Drummond was placed 9th (out of 45) flying the 465.This
glider, BGA 1272, known as the Series 1 465, EoN /3/037, was sold to South Africa
where it spun in off a winch launch failure at Bloemfontein on the 19th March 2000
and was written off.

(Series 1 “465” as flown by Deane Drummond in the 1965 South Cerney World
Championships, Standard class. Courtesy of Flight Magazine)
Alan Cameron representing New Zealand came a lowly 41st. This was BGA 1288
the Series 2 465, EoN /S/038, and remained in the UK until it was permanently
grounded by the wing spar corrosion problem. Today this glider is an exhibit at the
Museum of Berkshire Aviation at Woodley, Reading
(http://home.comcast.net/~aero51/html/).
No question the 465 had significantly better performance than the 463, but this was
at the expense of the handling. Both Keith Green and Mark Wills remarked to me
that their 465 was somewhat of a “pig” to fly.
David Ince has also commented:
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The 463, widely considered as nice to fly with poor performance, and the 465
as rather the reverse by its final owner/operators. It lines up so well with
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Tony DD's recommended mods which were absolutely, and rightly,
focussed on improving performance for his 1965 Worlds
Consider Tony's three most promising performance enhancing mods. The
changed aileron design, the all moving tailplane, and the reduced fuselage
frontal area. I surmise that the effect of these mods would be to reduce
the evident aileron response/power and to increase that of the elevator.
In other words to spoil the control harmonisation with a bit of adverse yaw
thrown in. Reducing the frontal area could create difficulties with cockpit
layout, view and pilot comfort/space.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

(The one remaining Olympia 465 at Woodley. Series 2 type, flown by Alan
Cameron at the 1965 South Cerney Worlds Courtesy of the Museum of Berkshire
Aviation)
Finally a link to a marvellous ScaleSoaring article on the 465s:
http://www.scalesoaring.co.uk/VINTAGE/Books/Olympia465.pdf
This was written by Mark Wills now a director of the Gliding Heritage Centre,
Lasham. Mark and Keith Green were the last owners of BGA 1288 before it was
donated to the Woodley museum following discovery of the wing spar corrosion
problem that permanently grounded their Olympia 465.
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KENDALL K1 “CRABPOT” EON TYPE 9
Not an Elliotts designed glider but they played a big part in its eventual
construction. In 1947 the BGA launched a 2 seater design competition which was
enthusiastically received. Twenty designs were actually entered and the winner
was Hugh Kendall’s entry called the “Crabpot” because of the shape of the
cockpit.This was a side-by-side 2 seater with a 60 ft wingspan. After winning the
competition the Crabpot was redesigned - different wing section, shorter fuselage,
and with a V tail. This was probably a mistake, and an even bigger mistake was
made in using Durestos for building the wings – this was an asbestos reinforced
low pressure thermo-setting plastic, which had already been successfully used for
radar domes. The wings were built by FG Miles Ltd at Redhill but on stress testing
a wing it failed at a fraction of its design load. Whilst Miles were looking to resolve
this Ken Fripp at Lasham was asked to build the fuselage and tailplane in
conventional wood – the original intention had been that the whole aircraft was to
be constructed of Durestos, and if they’d been successful it would have been the
world’s first plastic glider.
Unfortunately they weren’t successful, Miles could not solve the design load failure.
So in 1953 the BGA persuaded Horace Buckingham that Elliotts should build the
wings, albeit Horace was reluctant, and the fuselage and tailplane at Lasham were
moved to Newbury. Note there was considerable pressure to get the glider flying as
it was intended that it would be flown by Philip Wills in the 1954 World
Championships at Camphill, and to be eligible it had to have a BGA CofA.

(Kendall K1 at Lasham in 1954. Courtesy of Wikipedia)
Despite the glider not being fully painted it was taken to Lasham where flying tests
commenced, mainly carried out by Lorne and Ann Welch. All went well until the
spinning tests where the glider’s spinning characteristics were found to be
completely unacceptable. All manner of fixes were tried but to no avail and the
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designer Hugh Kendall, the Number 1 BGA Test Group, and Elliotts had to admit
they were beaten. So the K1 never did get a BGA CofA and Philip Wills had to fly a
Sky at Camphill (where he came second to Gerard Pierre of France flying a
Breguet 901).
Wally Kahn flew this glider just once, his comments are well worth reading.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------As far as the Kendal K1 is concerned, I flew this solo for 50 minutes on 14th
August 1954. It was a delight to fly until you stalled it when it immediately
without any warning went down vertically and then started to bunt. Rather
shattering.
I watched the Lorne Welch and Ann Douglas incident and prang. As you
rightly wrote, Philip Wills was determined to fly it in the 1954 World Champs
at Camphill. We all knew that this would be a disaster but PAW would not
budge. As members of the BGA No.1 Test Group Lorne and Ann were part of
the team to evaluate the K.1 for its C of A. With the comps getting ever
closer and PAW still determined – the flight by Lorne and Ann put paid to any
further hopes of a C of A.
Coming in from the NE, plenty of height and no problem, we watched
fascinated as Lorne played with the dive brakes and – we firmly believe –
deliberately undershot the airfield, landing in the field on the NE to the
Avenue, opposite the entrance of the airfield and NE/SW runway. The field
then was still littered with small tree stumps, old bricks and an air raid
shelter and it pulled the bottom out of the K1.
As you may know, Hugh Kendall with Miles Aircraft’s help made a K1 wing
using a brand new composite material and this graced the entrance hall at
Shoreham airport thereafter.
Regards Wally
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Perhaps if the original design of a longer fuselage and conventional tailplane had
been adhered to the story of the Kendall K1 would have had a happier ending. Its
final end was sad in keeping with its history. The K1 came to be stored at
Wycombe Air Park (Booker) and was burnt on a bonfire by a member of the Airline
Pilots Gliding Club. Why he stupidly did this has not been recorded.
There’s an excellent article describing the Kendall K1 project to be found in the
Summer 2003 edition of the VGC News.
http://www.lakesgc.co.uk/ <Archive><Old Gliding Mags><Vintage Glider Club>
Date last updated

[14th August 2014]
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